
Gidon Sattinger is the founder, Director and CEO of
Vintech Systems, a private company with a multi-
million dollar turnover. Vintech Systems is the
exclusive distributor that imports, installs and services
internationally well-known brand name products to
top tier hotels and resorts in the Accommodation and
Hospitality industry in Australia and the Pacific Isles.
The company runs multiple major projects
concurrently. Return sales from a solid customer base
and business by referral and personal endorsement is
the core component of Gidon Sattinger’s business
ethos.

Gidon Sattinger has many other achievements:

• He is currently the Director of 2 other successful
Australian companies and on the Advisory Board of a
Sydney Legal Firm.

• He has a 29-year experience in his industry in Australia.
• Prior to having secured for Vintech Systems the sole

distributorship of Saflok, a prestigious world leading
electronic locking system, he was the NSW distributor
for VingCard, another major electronic locking supply
company.

• As the director of the ASH Group, he secured the sole
distributorship of the electronic lock that was the
precursor of today’s Onity lock. He was also the
exclusive distributor of ASSA and D-Line hardware
before ASSA joined with ABLOY to create AssaAbloy.

• Vintech Systems’ clients are amongst the biggest
brand name hotels/ chains in the world.

• He travels extensively maintain personal ties with his
international suppliers, attend conferences and trade
shows expanding his stable of products and remaining
ahead of the market in his knowledge and
understanding of new systems.

• He has proven that when Vintech Systems takes a
product on, it quickly opens a newmarket for major
internationals and shows results in creating profitable
sales for all parties.

• The products’ growth and his skills as a businessman
inspires confidence in the company and has attracted
excellent staff who are retained because he is
passionate about his product and his business, and he
looks after his personnel.

• He is a man who engenders respect as he strives
towards perfection in the field of customer experience,
management strategies and professional expertise.

Gidon Sattinger and his family live on the Northern
Beaches of Sydney. He is a proud father to 3 and
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